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COMMUNITIES
AND
THE STREETS
RESIDENTS
LIVE ON
Linking Neighbourhood Character to Zoning
BY ELIZABETH DESMARAIS, MCIP, RPP AND ALAIN MIGUELEZ, MCIP, RPP

This article describes the ground-breaking zoning approach for urban residential infill that ties rules to streetscape character. The City of Ottawa’s Mature
Neighbourhoods By-law was created in response to a significant surge in small-scale
infill construction that was met with neighbourhood protests over their lack of “fit” in the
older neighbourhoods. A Canadian-first, this zoning approach requires the documentation of streetscape character, and the application of zoning regulations based on the
simple idea that “your street gives you your rules”. Described herein is the unique strategy used following a landmark Ontario Municipal Board Interim Order requiring
revisions to the By-law in advance of the substantive Board Hearing, and the resulting
creation of the Streetscape Character Analysis and the requirement that development,
redevelopment and additions to dwellings must conform to the rules applicable to the
dominant character of the most significant land use attributes that, when combined, create the character along any street.

SUMMARY
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Le présent article décrit l’approche de zonage novatrice envisagée pour les
aménagements résidentiels intercalaires visant à harmoniser la réglementation avec le
caractère du paysage de rue. Élaboré par la Ville d’Ottawa, le Règlement municipal sur
les quartiers bien établis répond aux protestations contre l’augmentation considérable
des mises en chantier d’aménagements résidentiels intercalaires de petite échelle ne
respectant pas le caractère des anciens quartiers. Pour mettre en œuvre cette approche
de zonage, il est nécessaire de documenter les aspects d’ensemble des rues et
d’appliquer des politiques fondées sur l’idée simple que « la rue nous donne la règle ».
En plus de décrire cette stratégie unique—une première au Canada—adoptée en
réponse à une ordonnance provisoire de la Commission des affaires municipales de
l’Ontario prescrivant la révision du règlement municipal avant l’audience de la
Commission sur des questions de fond, ce document présente l’analyse du caractère du
paysage de rue qui en a découlé. Il ressort de cette analyse que les travaux
d’aménagement, de réaménagement et d’adjonction à des logements existants doivent
être conformes à la réglementation régissant la caractéristique dominante des principaux attributs liés à l’utilisation des terres, car ce sont ces éléments qui, combinés les
uns aux autres, constituent le caractère particulier d’une rue.

RÉSUMÉ
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ENCOURAGING SENSITIVE INFILL HAS
BEEN A LONGSTANDING OBJECTIVE OF
MUNICIPAL COUNCILS FOR THE PAST 25
YEARS. DESPITE THIS INTENTION, THERE HAVE
BEEN NUMEROUS MISSED OPPORTUNITIES
FOR NEW LOTS, AND NEW OR RENOVATED
HOUSING, DESIGNS THAT WOULD HAVE ADDED

Communities and the Streets Residents Live On

RATHER THAN DETRACTED FROM A STREET’S
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ESTABLISHED CHARACTER.
Residents, planners and Councils have long-said that while they do not mind intensification, it must be done correctly—infill has to “fit” into the neighbourhood character.
Concerns with the loss of green front yards, the garage-dominated façades of new infill
houses, front yard parking pads, the height of new or renovated houses, and the loss of onstreet parking as a result of the proliferation of curb cuts to accommodate new infill, are
common and well-known.
In 2012, the Council of the City of Ottawa adopted Zoning By-law 2012-147 providing
direction in respect of new infill development in its mature neighbourhoods. The By-law
was a compromise that removed the parking requirement, but allowed one front yard
parking space on each lot. This compromise came as a result of the fears expressed by
infill builders that they would be unable to sell any houses if they couldn’t have parking,
while the municipality did not want garages dominating façades where older homes often
had no front yard garages. Despite two years of extensive consultation with the development industry and downtown neighbourhood residents, the Infill By-law, as it was known,
was appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board (omb) by a consortium of infill homebuilders and developers.
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL BOARD RECOGNIZES MUNICIPAL AUTHORIT Y
TO REGUL ATE “NEIGHBOURHOOD” CHAR ACTER

Perhaps one of the most significant omb Orders (March 2013 Interim Order Number
pl120666) in the last two decades regarding development in established residential
neighbourhoods, the Board accepted that municipalities have the authority to regulate
“character” under section 34 of the Ontario Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990. Character, at its most
basic level, is the look along a street. Applying character at the street level recognizes that
there is no one neighbourhood character, but rather a combination of factors that may differ from street to street. The omb interim Order indicates that it is not only the land use,
or building, but also the incidental uses of the land, or how the land along a street frontage
is used, that creates the character. Examples of incidental uses of land include the types,
location and widths of vehicular and pedestrian accesses, the landscaping of front and corner side yards, and the location and type of parking, if any. The Appellants argued that the
City of Ottawa could not regulate “aesthetics”, but the Board made an important distinction between “aesthetics” and “character”.

FACING, AND OPENING SPREAD :

Tucking it in. The compromise of allowing front yard parking on each lot.
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“THE ATTRIBUTES THAT ONE WOULD THINK ARE SIGNIFICANT,
SUCH AS THE TYPE OF PROJECTION, THE ROOF STYLE, WHETHER
A BALCONY IS ENCLOSED OR NOT, WERE NOT MAKE-OR-BREAK
ELEMENTS; WHILE IMPORTANT TO THE OVERALL LOOK AND FEEL OF

communities and the streets residents live on

THE STREET, THEY WERE DESIRABLE PARTS OF ITS DIVERSITY.”
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Once the original By-law 2012–147 was adopted and appealed,
infill proposals were received that showed that the rule permitting front yard parking on each lot by tucking a parking space
under a portion of the dwelling, was unsatisfactory, as shown in
Photos 1 and 2. While the regulation removes the garage along the
front wall of the dwelling, it fails to tackle the equally-important
concerns with respect to significant pavement and the erosion of
green front yards, the elimination of on-street parking spaces, and
the shrinking of snow storage space, all of which are compounded
by curb cuts for each of the narrower infill lots.
The omb Interim Order required that planning staff reconsider
some of the regulations within the context of character, as well as
within the context of section 34 of the Planning Act, and return to
the Board, a revised By-law 2012-147 for the substantive Hearing.
So, how can we regulate character?
WHAT IS NEIGHBOURHOOD CHAR ACTER?

Planners must take a step back to reconsider neighbourhood character at, and along, the street, as did nine City of Ottawa planners
who walked the streets of one downtown neighbourhood and
documented over 500 properties in response to the omb Order.
A table of 22 land use characteristics was used to compile data
on attributes such as porches, balconies, bay windows, walkways,
roof shape, number of stairs to, and location of, the main entrance,
parking, amongst others.
Longstanding residential infill and redevelopment policy has
been to maintain those characteristics that make older neighbourhoods unique, while also welcoming architectural changes
over time. In documenting a mature residential neighbourhood,
it was discovered that, in fact, not only the design or look of the
home, but also the lands between the houses and the street, and
between lots as one walks down a street, that constitute the character of a street, and these attributes should, thus, be regulated
under zoning. Moreover, with residences having been constructed
some 100–150 years ago, prior to the advent of the automobile,
alternative methods of providing parking must be contemplated,
but parking should no longer be required, nor should front yard
parking be permitted as-of-right. Development should not, and
need not, hinge on meeting a Zoning By-law’s parking space
requirement, but rather on meeting the needs of the lot’s residents,
while making certain that the design will be compatible with the
fundamental land use attributes that exist along the street. While
the homebuilder or architect is developing or renovating one lot
with his client’s needs in mind, the planning focus must be on the

similarities between the many lots along the street and on methods
to emphasize and reinforce those attributes that give the street its
sought-after look, which is the initial reason why the client has
chosen to build or redevelop on the lot in the first instance.
DOCUMENTING L AND USE ATTRIBUTES OF
CHAR ACTER

It was during the neighbourhood character data collection and
analysis that two significant facts were discovered: one, that many
of the 22 land use attributes that planners would think give a street
its character, do not in fact act as the most significant attributes
that give a street its look, and two, that no municipality would have
the resources to identify the specific streetscape character of every
street in its mature neighbourhoods, which in the case of Ottawa
includes some 220,000 dwellings.
The attributes that one would think are significant, such as the
type of projection, the roof style, whether a balcony is enclosed
or not, were not make-or-break elements; while important to the
overall look and feel of the street, they were desirable parts of its
diversity. Requiring that a new projection must be set back the
same distance and must be the same type of projection as exists on
abutting lots, as required in the appealed Infill By-law for example,
is not particularly significant. What matters most are the attributes
that occur in the front and corner side yard, at grade where people
pass by.
Only four of the 22 land use attributes were discovered to be
the most significant, including: one, the actual front yard setbacks
of existing development; two, the uses of lands in the front and
corner side yards such as soft landscaping, amenity area and
walkways; three, the incidence and location of parking, the type
of access to parking, whether by rear lane or by driveway, whether
shared or singular driveway, and the ratio of driveway width to lot
width, or in more visual terms, the ratio of hard monolithic surface
to landscaping; and four, the location of the house’s front door.
In addition, one must consider how to identify streetscape character, so that zoning regulations respond to differences amongst
the various streets and neighbourhoods within the larger area
affected by the By-law. Given that most developers, architects and
builders travel a street in order to give them inspiration for their
infill or redevelopment project, it would be simple to require
that each development application include the completion of a
form that documents the character of each of the four prescribed
attributes that are the most significant identifiers of streetscape
character. Thus, the Streetscape Character Analysis (sca) was born.

STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION: CHARETTES HELP
CREATE ZONING THAT WORKS ON ANY STREET

Planners who specialize in Zoning Studies are not known for
undertaking design charrettes, as these are most typically used
as urban design and secondary planning exercises. Zoning planners are typically cast with the role of creating language that will
allow a design or policy vision to occur. Despite the fact that the
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The new zoning strategy is based on a simple system: “your street
gives you your rules.” The big shift is that the design of an infill
no longer starts with how to fit a parking space on the lot, it starts
with how to fit in with the streetscape character. No matter where
you are, the street has a character. You need to fit into it.
To determine what one’s zoning is, a Streetscape Character
Analysis (sca) must be undertaken which includes the documentation of the four prescribed attributes on 21 lots, with provisos
for where there are fewer than 21 lots. The lots to be documented
include five on either side of the affected lot, the one located
directly across the street from the affected lot, as well as five on
either side of that lot opposite the affected lot.
A completed sca must be included as part of any development
approval application for any dwelling type other than apartment
buildings of five storeys or more, as well as for a building permit
application for any addition or construction that is visible from
the street. Applications will be considered incomplete until the
Streetscape Character Analysis is submitted and the character-type
is confirmed by the Planning Department. The By-law will require
that the sca confirmation process must occur prior to any development approval being given, including severances, minor variances,
zoning amendments, and site plan control. As directed by the
omb, the By-law must apply to all lots within the affected area,
not only to new homebuilding, and therefore the revised “Mature
Neighbourhoods” By-law also applies to additions to existing dwellings. Municipal Private Approach By-laws should also be amended
to require the completion and approval of a Streetscape Character
Analysis where a new or widened driveway is being contemplated.
The revised By-law 2012-147 includes Character Groups that
have been created for each of the four land use attributes that
must be documented in the sca. The zoning will regulate development based on those Character Groups that are the dominant ones
determined by the 21-lot analysis. The most prevalent character is
deemed to be the Dominant Character, with the latter providing
the zoning regulations and permissions for the subject property.
Therefore, if the most prevalent use of the front yard is vegetative landscaping, then the landowner is required to provide a
landscaped front yard. That means one cannot park in the front
yard. If the most prevalent form of parking is by a driveway leading to a surface parking space at the side of the house, then a
garage on the façade is prohibited, but one could have a number
of parking space locations that would be compatible, such as a rear
yard surface space or detached or attached rear garages. If there is
a rear lane, the City will not give the landowners a curb cut from
the street, and the cars must access the lot from the lane. If the
dominant character is that the front door of a house is on the front
wall, then that is the requirement.
In the same vein, if legal front yard parking is the dominant pattern, then a new front yard parking pad would be permitted. This
would be similar for garage width and location. Basement garages,
such as those located entirely beneath the whole of the habitable
space of the dwelling such that it appears as though the front door
is up to one floor above doors of older dwellings on the street, would
only be permitted if that is the dominant pattern on the street.

The Illustrations herein provide examples of how the revised
zoning By-law will regulate a development based on which
Character Groups are the dominant ones on the street. In the case
of parking, Character Group A describes properties where parking
has no impact on the streetscape. This includes cases where the
property has no on-site parking, or where parking is accessed by a
rear lane, or where parking is accessed from the side street in the
case of a corner lot. Character Group B describes properties where
parking has a low impact on the streetscape, with a driveway that
measures one-third or less of the lot width. There are more than
one dozen different patterns observed under this Group, including
shared driveways to the rear yard where parking is located, and any
one of those compatible patterns is permitted. In Character Group
C, parking has a medium impact on the streetscape, with driveways
being between one-third and one-half of the lot width. Character
Group D identifies a high impact of parking on the streetscape,
wherein driveways measure one-half or more of the lot width.
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A SHIFT IN ZONING AND DESIGN FOR
MATURE NEIGHBOURHOODS

GROUP A: No streetscape impact from on-site parking

GROUP B: Low streetscape impact from on-site parking

The property either has no on-site parking, or has parking accessed
from a rear lane or side street (if on a corner).

GROUP C: Medium streetscape impact from on-site parking

Between ⅓ –½ of lot width
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A permitted driveway will measure no more than one-third of the
lot width. It can be a shared driveway and it can pass through a
carriageway.
GROUP D: High streetscape impact from on-site parking

Images from Google Street View

communities and the streets residents live on

Max ⅓ lot width

A permitted driveway will measure between one-third and one half
of the lot width.

Board Interim Order stated that no further public consultation
was required, it was the post-adoption stakeholder group charrettes that provided the best information from which to create the
revised zoning regulations. The charettes produced a catalogue
of some 30 different illustrations showing how to accommodate
denser residential construction on small urban lots, many of them
on the basis of shared driveways. The charrettes illustrated the
high impact of parking on urban space, particularly in conditions
where lots are severed and become more and more narrow. Clearly,
a new more rational approach is needed for parking.
Municipalities need to grow out of the one-curb-cut-per-house
mentality. The charettes proved extremely helpful in realizing
the alternative choices for on-site parking. It is common that
most stakeholders do not speak the jargon of zoning. As such,

½ or more of lot width
A permitted driveway will measure half or more of the lot width.

illustrations were created in advance of the charrettes providing
visual cues of the proposed streetscape character zoning regulations, making it easier to focus on development options rather than
on choice of zoning words. Similarly, the design options created
during the charrettes provided the rationale for the revised zoning
regulations. The lesson learned is that charettes should not only be
used for urban design purposes, but for major zoning issues as well.
PROVIDING NEW DESIGN OPTIONS IN ZONING

The revised By-law also introduces new permissions for designs
that were tested at the stakeholder charrettes, at the request of
the appellants. These new designs respond well to the character
of Mature Neighbourhoods, but would previously have required a

“… IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT A HOUSE CAN HAVE ANY NUMBER
OF UNIQUE ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES THAT ALLOW IT TO BE
DIFFERENTIATED, WHILE ALSO BEING ABLE TO FIT IN WITH THE
STREETSCAPE BY BEING CONSISTENT WITH A FEW KEY ATTRIBUTES

CHANGE—FOR THE BETTER

Initial reaction to the revised zoning approach was that it would
result in freezing the type of development, using inflexible rules
that would tie down opportunities for architectural styles that
evolve over time. Yet to the contrary, it was discovered that a
house can have any number of unique architectural features that
allow it to be differentiated, while also being able to fit in with the
streetscape by being consistent with a few key attributes that are
dominant on that street.
For the builders of infill, this revised By-law means change. The
routine designs with a garage in front and individual driveways
are likely no longer the default. Then again, building infill housing
in a Mature Neighbourhood is a privilege that comes with responsibilities—starting with achieving a good fit with the established
streetscapes that define a city’s image. For communities, the discussion has galvanized people around some key topics including the
relationship of parking and walkability, the difference between
architecture and urban design, and the elements of a building that
allow it to “fit”. For everyone involved, it caused a long thought
process about the place of cars in our society. Local statistics indicate that, in Ottawa’s Mature Neighbourhoods, between 26% and
53% of (non-apartment) households do not own a car, depending
on location relative to the downtown core. As such, the question
is: Should a Zoning by-law be enforcing the notion of “everyonehas-a-car” or, rather, be supporting an increase in the number of
non-car-owner households by strengthening the character of the
very neighbourhoods that allow people to live car-free?
To ease into this new zoning approach, a pamphlet and an sca
form will be available online, as well as provided to each person
proposing to develop, redevelop or create an addition to a dwelling in any zone within the area to which the By-law will apply.
Dedicated planning staff will be assigned, specifically, with the
tasks of aiding those who will have to complete an sca, of confirming the specific Character Groups along the street on which the
development is proposed, and of confirming the appropriate zoning rules to be applied.
The revised Mature Neighbourhoods By-law 2012-147

will be enacted only following the substantive omb Hearing.
Subsequently, the Mature Neighbourhoods By-law will be monitored for two years, with a report back to Ottawa City Council on
how it is working. Under separate study is the impact of infill,
redevelopment and additions on existing built form in all urban
neighbourhoods, including height, massing and yard setbacks,
recognizing that the three-dimensional building envelope is significant in ensuring that a new development does not overshadow
existing built form. A separate zoning by-law amendment is
expected to be adopted in early 2015.
Since the writing of this article, the appeal has been settled
through the omb mediation process. The Mature Neighbourhoods
By-law is expected to be in effect by May 2015. The settlement does
not affect the intent of the By-law. One change of note, the definition and regulations for ‘basement garages’ have been replaced
by a definition of ‘first floor’ which means the floor closest to
the established average grade, and that requires a minimum of
40 m² of habitable floor area. This, in conjunction with existing
zoning regulations that limit sloped driveways, will ensure that
unless it is the dominant pattern, the creation of garages that take
up the whole façade at and below grade, where the first floor is
raised to such an extent that it appears as though it is the second
floor, will not be permitted. ■
NOTE:
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long list of minor zoning variances. The “long semi-detached dwelling” (one unit behind the other), severed in a flag lot configuration,
is now permitted. Wrap-around dwellings on corner lots, with one
or more units facing each street, are recognized and regulated subject to provisions, which reduces, or otherwise, eliminates the need
for minor variances for this good design approach.

communities and the streets residents live on

THAT ARE DOMINANT ON THAT STREET.”

